Abstract. Complex financial instruments are a central concept for the survival of financial enterprises in liberalized markets. The need for fast pricing of more complex and exotic financial products led to the development of new algorithms, and to the parallelization of existing algorithms. In this paper, we present a parallelization scheme for pricing path-dependent interest rate products on bounded trinomial lattices. The basic building block presented in this paper can be used to build more complex pricing schemes. The paper is concluded by a set of numerical results.
Introduction
Pricing a financial contract is based on the calculation of its respective present value, which is done by computing the expected, discounted cash-flow given a cash-flow function. The underlying interest rate process, which is the basis of the calculations is most commonly given as continuous-time stochastic process. In order to numerically cope with such processes, one can either apply MonteCarlo methods or use some sort of time and state discretization, see e.g. [1] . If a stochastic process is simulated and discretized, then this discretization process leads to (non-recombining) trees or recombining trees (lattices) -see Figure 1 for two-stage, binomial examples of these structures.
Using a lattice model results in problems of polynomial order if the lattice has polynomial growth and cash-flows may be represented on the lattice. However, exotic contracts, which are of growing importance for practical applications, define the payable cash-flows as a function of the whole history of the underlying interest rate process. The tree covering the history grows exponentially and therefore the complexity of pricing such contracts is non-polynomial. For certain subclasses of cash-flow functions however, a polynomial pricing algorithm exists, see [2] . The main aim of this paper is to present a parallelization of the algorithms presented there for the special structure of bounded trinomial lattices. For an algorithmic and implementational overview of the general pricing methodology on trees, see [3] and [1] . Parallelization approaches for binomial trees (BT) have been proposed e.g. in [4] and [5] . Parallelizations of trinomial trees (TT) in [6] . In [7] two parallel -shared memory and distributed memory -algorithms for implementing the lattice methods for pricing European and American style equity options are discussed. Special parallelization schemes for Asian option structures are presented in [8] .
Developing algorithms that scale well on a Cluster infrastructure is the first step in the process of generating algorithms, that scale well on specialized infrastructures to achieve an unprecedented speed in pricing of complex financial products. A summary of the topic of financial pricing related to high performance computing is presented by [9] . After designing suitable parallel Cluster algorithms, the idea is to port pricing algorithms to some Grid middleware (see [10] for a summary of the importance for the whole financial industry), and to massively parallel structures like IBM's Blue Gene/L [11] . Both extensions provide an interesting infrastructure for pricing complex financial instruments, especially with a proper portage of the underlying data format of the pricing process (trees) to specialized hardware structure. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the lattice approach to pricing path-dependent interest rate instruments. Section 3 summarizes parallelization issues, and the chosen parallelization approach and Section 4 contains numerical results, while Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Path-dependent financial instruments
Interest rate path dependency
Financial instruments tend to become increasingly complex, due to ever changing regulatory situations in liberalized markets. Many interest rate products do not only depend on the interest rate at the time of exercise of the instrument, but on an interest rate, that depends on the path of the underlying interest rate. The calculation of the effective interest rate may be based on the following modifiers.
-Mean-type. The effective interest rate is the arithmetic mean or geometric mean of the interest rate path.
-Barrier-type. The effective interest rate is modified if the underlying interest rate reaches certain lower or upper barriers. -Extremum-type. The effective interest rate is bound to some upper and/or lower level.
Furthermore the effective interest rate may depend on the whole path of the interest rate process (full path dependency) or only on the last t l stages (limited path dependency). While the effective interest rate of path-independent interest instruments depends on the current market interest rate, the contracted interest rates of path-dependent interest rate instruments are contingent to the historical path of the underlying interest rate. We assume, that a model for discretizing the process is available. Many other instruments are available respectively can be generated out of some basic building blocks. The strategy for creating complex products out of simpler building blocks is shown by [2] .
The underlying time-discretized stochastic process has a finite set of T stages (points in time), which constitutes the complexity parameter for the calculations. It might be useful to use a fine-grained time discretization, i.e. hourly steps. Such a fine time-discretization results in up to tens of thousands of stages for long-term financial products.
For most algorithms on lattices, a backward and a forward recursive algorithm can be defined. Introduce the conditional present values P V t,j (c) for a future state (t, j) as the conditional expectation shown in Eq. 1.
The conditional present values P V t,j satisfy a recursion. The basic backward recursion to calculate the present value of a path-independent product is shown in Table 2 .1. The vectors C and F contain the cash-flow and the discount factors, which are defined for all nodes in the lattice respectively. S t denotes the set of possible states at time t. 
This algorithm is the basic block for pricing path-dependent present values, such as both mean-type cash flow structures, see [2] .
Bounded trinomial lattices
Instead of working plain trinomial lattices (TL), whose number of nodes is (T + 1)
2 , it is more common to use bounded trinomial lattices (BTL). A bounded trinomial lattice is bounded in a stage t b < T . In all succeeding stages, starting in t b , the highest-value as well as the lowest-value node do not branch into new additional lower and upper value nodes, i.e. the number of nodes per stage is constant ((2·t b )−1) . A methodology to calibrate such lattices has been proposed by [12] . A degenerated bounded trinomial lattice (DBTL) has the additional feature that it is only binomial at the highest-value and lowest-value. The choice of the bound structure (degenerated or not) is determined by the underlying calibration methodology. Bounded lattices consist of a triangular part and a rectangular part as shown in Figure 2 . The triangular part has an increasing number of nodes and edges at each stage. The present values of both parts can be calculated in parallel. As expected, parallelization of the triangular part has turned out to be slower than parallelization of the bounded, rectangular part. The triangular part was parallelized by dynamic arrays for its nodes and edges. However, parallelization of this part is not that important, as the rectangular part is considerably larger than the triangular one in practice.
Parallelization
Our parallel approach introduces pricing of path-dependent contracts on distributed memory machines (clusters of PCs or workstations).
Iterative and recursive problem pattern
A very general algorithm for path-dependent pricing can be described as follows. The algorithm includes both bounded and non-bounded parts of a lattice. Our approach of parallelizing is a combination of a divide-and-conquer algorithm combined with data decomposition. You can imagine the structure of a path dependent lattice as a bundle of independent parts of the whole lattice. Therefore it is possible to calculate the parts in parallel, without communication during the computation. Each part is called here a sweep. For example, if a lattice extends over 5 periods (T = 5), you result in sweeps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Communication between the nodes is only needed before and after performing the respective sweeps. Though, one should note that each sweep has a different runtime. Our parallel algorithm divides the subproblems into parts, which can be calculated in the same amount of time together. The way of dividing the lattice into parts is as follows. Consider the example of three nested loops. The interior loop is calculating all nodes in same state, in same time period, in the same sweep. One node needs the values of all adjacent edges and vertices. These have already been calculated in the last step. Thus, in the inner loop all vertices in same period, same sweep are calculated. A covering loop iterates over all time periods start at the period of the sweep, ending at period 0. The outer loop is iterating over all sweeps.
Parallel code and data structure
In principle, all three loops have to be observed in order to find the best one for finding an efficient way of parallelization. Parallelization of the interior loop has been tried earlier. It turned out not to work well, as the ratio of communication to computation is not high enough. The covering loop can not be parallelized by any means, because of its recursive calculation. As described in [2] , a path dependent lattice carries two different types of data: Path dependent and path independent data. Path independence occurs on discount factors and probabilities, whereas path dependency occurs on cash flows and calculated present values. From the algorithmic point of view, this means that discount factors and probabilities are the same for all respective sweeps. We just have to copy them before calculating. Cash flows and obviously also calculated present values are different for each iteration at each state and in each sweep. Calculating a net present value of T periods yields to T different subproblems (sweeps) from 1 . . . T . Their respective runtime complexity equals to the number of the sweep. E.g. Sweep 100 takes 50 times of sweep 2. Notice that after distributing all jobs to the nodes, we want to have our results at the end on the same time. Therefore we combine sweeps, which pairwise sum up to the same value.
Simplified numerical example
Let us consider an example of a ternary bounded lattice of height 99, lasting over 20 periods, running on a cluster with 4 nodes. Such a lattice consists of 20 distinct sweeps, starting at 1, 2, 3, . . . , 19, 20. In each sweep, we need sweep × height cash flows. In order to gain the same amount of data at each sweep, we combine two of them. Here, we combine sweep 20 with sweep 1, 19 with 2 and so on. Thus we can result in 10(20/2) columns of 21 · 99 cash flows. Now we distribute these cash flows in equal sizes to our worker nodes. 10 columns for 3 worker nodes results in 3 columns per node. The remaining column is performed by the master node.
Numerical results
Parallel codes have been tested on the Schroedinger III cluster 1 at the Vienna University Computer Center at the University of Vienna. Calculations were done on single-core processors, therefore all communication utilizes network communication, which takes significantly more time than locally on SMP or multi-core processors. The structure of the cluster at the time of the calculation of the results below consisted of 240 nodes. Each node has a Pentium 4 Prescott CPU, operating at 3.2 Ghz, and 2 GB Ram. The runtime environment is operating on a Gigabit network, interconnected by a Cisco 6500 switch. The total performance is approximately 1.14 Teraflops per second (linpack).
All program codes were written in Fortran 90, using mpich 1.27. The used compiler was Portland Group pgf90 6.1-1 (x86-64 Linux).
The resulting runtime for T = 3000 and T = 2000 is summarized in Tab. 2, and Tab. 3 respectively. The speedups are shown in Tab. 4, and Tab. 5. The speedup is also shown graphically for T = 3000 for all four heights in Tab. 6.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a parallelization scheme for pricing path-dependent interest rate instruments defined on discrete-time bounded trinomial lattices. Generally, tree and lattice-based data structures are not perfectly suited on cluster architectures. However, the results look promising to continue the work and extend the underlying financial problems from pricing path-dependent interest rate products to option pricing or large-scale multi-stage stochastic tree-based portfolio optimization. Table 3 . Runtime for T = 2000 for n = 1 to 16 parallel computing nodes with a bounded height j of 25, 49, 75, 99
